Addendum A to Belmont Gym Facility
Thank you to everyone expressing interest and asking questions on this Belmont Gym Facility.
This is our first time utilizing the UrbanLeap procurement software and we are working out all
the challenges. For those who submitted questions, your answers are below in the order that I
received them. You should have received a solicitation document that detailed the type of
equipment and other details we would like to see. If you have any concerns about access or
submittal, email me at bcarroll@cityofbelmont.org.
1. The best vendor shall install the equipment and assemble it.
2. We would like our functional gym set to offer flexibility in selecting exercises. From lat
pulldowns to curls. The ideal set would come with all necessary equipment for multiple
exercises.
3. The contact is Bill Carroll at (704) 825-0506
4. Please have quotes in by Friday April 9, at 5 pm. We understand the strict timeline and
will work with vendor the best we can. We must close out our purchase order before the
end of the fiscal year on June 30.
5. See architectural drawing below. The dimensions are 24 ft by 45 ft. The floor may be
glued down.
6. Please include any flooring acceptable in a typical gym, I think the colored flakes
flooring is preferred.
7. The city really likes Keiser fitness equipment or any similar equipment. We are allowing
flexibility in manufacturer and the equipment listed on the solicitation document is what
we would like to see. The application of this gym is for employees of the City ages 18-70
both male and female. We expect moderate usage to begin with but plan for high usage as
the City continues to grow (10-20 individuals per day). We would like to see an allinclusive quote but will accept equipment bids if the equipment seems like a good fit. We
will also be purchasing more equipment as time goes on and we better understand what
employees are utilizing.
8. Please quote the material and labor for installing the flooring.
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